28 February 2020
STATE PLANNING COMMISSION
Per email: dpti.planningreform@sa.gov.au.

HERITAGE REFORMS SUBMISSION
Sandy Wilkinson

Dear Members of the Commission,

MY BACKGROUND
I have degrees in both planning and architecture.
I have worked as a Development Assessment Planner, Policy Planner, Planning Consultant,
Elected DAP member, Independent CAP Member Developer, Heritage Consultant and
designer of new residential infill development for Developer clients, which is the majority of
my work along with private commissions since 1992 having been in private practice since
1999.

Development I have done as the developer?

Existing LH villa to Osmond Terrace restored

3 townhouses to Brown Street, Norwood
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GENERAL COMMENTS ON INTENT OF PLANNING REFORM CHANGES
It is generally regarded that the Planning and Reform changes have come at the behest of
Developer and land speculator lobby groups and the project home building industry like the
UDIA and HIA
Having been told that they can’t continue to buy up and carve up farmland and vineyards
they’ve said well you have to make it easier for us to build our product in the metro area.
But current Development Plans require a higher standard than standard project homes and
Contributory Items prevent their replacement with project homes. The villa on the left was
proposed by the Norwood Council to be a Contributory Item in an HCZ. Planning SA did not
allow such listing or the creation of a new HCZ and this is the result.

DO WE WANT OUR HISTORIC SUBURBS TO BE RUINED LIKE THIS?
Such lobby groups only speak for the new home sector.
These lobby groups have no doubt told State politicians that this will create more jobs for SA
whilst in reality it could create less jobs by reducing employment in the home renovation
sector
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EMPLOYMENT GENERATOR & MULTIPLIER
Renovations and additions constitute a larger part of the state’s economy and provides
twice the employment that new homes provide per dollar spent.

Whilst the UDIA and Property Council make much of their contribution to the
State’s GDP the home renovation sector is actually a larger part of the State’s
economy than the new home market., but it is largely comprised of SME’s who are
not represented by lobby groups who have the disproportionate ear of government
Ministers and senior state government bureaucrats and certainly cant afford to go
with them on a “Study Trip” to London.
Every home renovation generates double the amount of employment than a new
build, about 70% labour : 30% materials, compared to less than 40%. labour for
new builds
Source : “The Power of Place” UK

Heritage Conservation Works,
as the 5 people on this site working
for ‘Stone Ideas’, illustrate, comprise:
80% employment : 20% materials

HERITAGE & CHARACTER
The problem with Heritage in South Australia is that so little of it is actually protected, only
about 3 % of the 750,000 properties are listed, yet people’s expectations, including
developers is that our stone ‘character’ houses are ‘heritage’.
Planning SA (now DPTI)are largely to blame and the reason why there hasn’t been a
Contributory Item listed since 2012 is because Planning SA have not allowed it. Council
have tried to introduce new Historic Conservation Zones with additional Contributory items
since 2012 and have been knocked back by Planning SA.
The definition of heritage needs to be broadened to encompass Contributory Items as the
third tier of heritage, much as they have in the UK and Europe.
It is disingenuous for the Commission and Minister to say that heritage protection will not be
weakened when what is meant is that State and Local Heritage protection will not be
weakened* because the Commission conveniently takes a narrow legal definition of
heritage to only encompass State and Local Heritage items.
*Notwithstanding that it will be weakened by the removal of Cat 3 demolition in the City
of Adelaide and NP&StP.
The important distinction between Local Heritage and Contributory Items is that
Contributory Items can only exists in Historic Conservation Zones where they are amongst
numerous others with the same limitation on Demolition, so there is little equity or fairness
concern to be had. Local Heritage items however can exist in isolation and so it is
appropriate perhaps tha Local Heritage Items have a more stringent listing process with
rights afforded to the owner to contest the listing.
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CHARACTER (MEANS HISTORIC CHARACTER)
Heritage and Character are one in the same thing to everyone including the real estate
industry as conveyed by the signboards pictured below
The Planning and Design Code, in the section under Character shows a SAHT maisonette
near west lakes and goes to pains to state that character is not necessarily ‘historic’.
For the purpose of town planning and real estate ‘character’ is synonymous with historic
character.
To avoid ambiguity the code would benefit from removing this deliberate ambiguity where
demolition of the buildings which constitute that character can be demolished if replaced
with a suitable replacement. Instead the term character should be prefaced with the word
historic so as to align with what everybody else regards as ‘character’.

WHAT DO YOU NOTICE ABOUT THESE TWO REAL ESTATE SIGNS?

Unley is losing its character in the Built Form Character Zones in lieu of HCZ’s, at Planning SA’s
insistence,. As an example of the sort of planning outcomes, the stone cottage on the left
was demolished for the new dwelling on the right.
There was a body of work done to assert that you can retain the character of an area by
ensuring some of the physical parameters are matched. For historic character areas this
approach has failed Unley which has seen about 50 historic character houses demolished
for character facsimiles just in the last five years, usually one for one.
You can’t retain the character, which most people in these areas want and buy into,
without retaining the original historic properties which constitute that character.
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What is the distinction
between Heritage &
CHARACTER ?

Is this CHARACTER ??

Does this replacement
dwelling maintain the
CHARACTER ?

It seems from what I have read from the DPTI documents that this
is considered ‘character’ or retention of character.

I think most of us would beg to differ;
Is this what we want our historic suburbs to morph into?
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HISTORIC AREA OVERLAYS
The Historic Area overlays are proposed to replace Historic Conservation Zones. (HCZs).
These zones don’t list or map the buildings sought to be retained, such as the Contributory
Items. As someone who works mainly for developers, knowing definitively whether a building
on a site is listed or not prior to purchase. The proposed system with lack of certainty is
fundamentally problematic.
These zones allow for demolition of buildings considered economically beyond repair or
those which have had the frontage modified.
So would the house on the left be considered beyond economic repair and the one on the
right considered irreparably altered.?
It is not the fully renovated houses that need the demoltion protection, it is the run down or
“Italianted” or “Grecified” houses like the one on the right, that sell for land value that are
the ones that actually need the protection not an ’out-clause’ in the Code that enables
their demolition as proposed.
And importantly because they NEED WORK their restoration will generate jobs for tradesmen.

The examples following show how even the most brutalised houses can be economically
restored.
The restoration of a house would have to cost more than the cost of building a similar house
in order to be even marginal in terms of being beyond economic repair.

Note how even these cottages have been able to be restored.
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SOME PURIST HERITAGE
CONSULTANTS WOULD
NOT RECOMMEND
LISTING THIS BUILDING

YET SEE HOW IT WAS
RESTORED

AND ITS IDENTICAL TWIN NEXT
DOOR COULD BE LOST

81 Cambridge Terrace, Malvern
Contributory item in HCZ – front façade conserved
to original 1890 photo details

Before

During

After
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The parameters for new development in Historic Areas needs to be clearly defined.
The most obvious one is that new development be single storey to the street in single storey
areas, which is virtually all of the residential areas because we are not Sydney.
The celing height, the two examples show a new contemporary hipped roof project home
and a reproduction villa.
WHAT IS COMMON TO BOTH OF THE EXAMPLES BELOW?
The ceiling height is too low.
Hence rather than vague references to being in keeping, stipulation of the prevailing ceiling
height is an obviously imperative planning parameter. Generally in Victorian Era suburbs the
ceiling height is 12 feet (3.67m), in areas of small cottages, such as Eastwood, the ceiling
height might be 11 foot (3.3m) whilst in areas predominated by bungalows 10 foot (3.0m) is
more prevalent.
Double side by side garaging is problematic in Historic areas which typically had single width
drvieways. The desire to build a house with a side by side garage in my experience is often
the reason why people demolish an otherwise perfectly good house.

DEVELOPMENT PLANS
Existing Development Plans are very easy to negotiate because one only knows what
Council area one is in and only has to refer to that one Development Plan which is typically
about 400 pages, long then go to the relevant zone and refer to the Council Wide principles
pertaining to the type of development intended. Its not that hard and I suggest the problem
with it is that developer and project home lobby groups like the UDIA are finding that they
can’t build their standard project homes where ever they want because these
Development Plans are working for the most part as they should.
A new system based on performance based assessment will provide the antithesis of
certainty and make it difficult to ascertain how much to pay for a given property because
the development rules are not clearly defined by way of quantitative provisions.
Different planners interpret performance based planning rules differently in the absence of
clear numerical guidance.
URBAN CORRIDORS
The Draft Planning & Design Code proposes increasing height limits on corridors like the
Parade and Kensington Road, up to six storeys.
This is a simplistic and potentially disastrous policy for two reasons.
Firslty these and other corridors typically are lined with historic one and two storey buildings,
which would be put in jeopardy or left looking silly.
Secondly it is not necessary as these two examples of built projects that I designed on
Payneham Road and Kensington Road which retain the existing one or two storey buildings
to the street and then build 3 storeys with at grade car parking behind to service the
commercial was well as one car per dwelling with the commercial parking used by residents
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after hours for visitor parking. I m not sure how 6 storey development could provide sufficient
parking to serve itself. Such development is likely to rely on parking outside other peoples’
properties in the area.

Aerial Perspective
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CONCLUSION
Whilst the idea of providing a State-wide Uniform Planning System potentially could be a
good thing, a dumbing down and watering down of our current planning rules could have
the result of ruining the best, most sought after historic suburbs of Adelaide and result in more
project homes in these areas in lieu of home renovations of the run down historic character
homes which would, if not allowed to be demolished provide more employment to the
home renovation sector made up of numerous small SME’s which whilst not well represented
by lobby groups like the HIA and UDIA actually employ and have the potential to provide
more employment to South Australians tradespeople.

Yours Faithfully

ALEXANDER WILKINSON
B.A(Planning)B.Arch.hons(Conservation)
Director

ALEXANDER WILKINSON DESIGN PTY LTD

B.A(Planning)B.Arch.hons(Conservation)
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